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CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S LETTER

Dear Shareholder,
I am pleased to present the first Annual Report for Scotgold Resources Limited. The Company closed its IPO in late December
2007, having raised $4.9M (gross) which was $0.9M above the minimum subscription. This was a creditable achievement in an
increasingly difficult market and Scotgold was admitted to trading on the ASX on 15th January 2008, with a debut share price at
close of trade of 30c.
The Company’s exploration / technical team, comprising the CEO, Director of Exploration, two senior geologists and a geological
assistant is now firmly established at the Company’s exploration office in Tyndrum, Scotland. The office is located at Upper Tyndrum
Station (on the West Highland line); the disused 1894 heritage building has been converted into a functional office which is situated
only about 4km from the Cononish project.
Further exploration of the Cononish gold-silver vein is a key priority and the Company recently purchased a small diamond drilling
rig suited to the hilly terrain which comprises a large portion of the Company’s exploration license areas. After some regulatory and
commissioning delays, the rig has now commenced drilling the first hole of a program in and around the Cononish vein to seek
additional resources. It is expected that drilling will now be continuous for some months to come, except in adverse weather conditions.
The gold-silver resource at Cononish as defined by previous drilling has now been accorded JORC status following a thorough review
of historic data by Snowden Mining Industry Consultants. As a further step to progressing the Cononish project, the Company has
commissioned AMC Consultants Ltd (AMC) to conduct a Scoping Study based on this resource. The study, which should be completed
within three months, will review the past technical and economic studies and also consider recent technological developments in order
to present an updated analysis of the project. It will also consider the economic impact of additional gold resources that might be
discovered in the vicinity of Cononish as a result of the exploration program.
The Company is keen to conduct its operations so that it leaves the minimum environmental footprint, and as part of the study, AMC
will assess a number of innovative mining and treatment techniques that might be applicable at Cononish. These include storage
of a portion of tailings underground, improved gravity recovery of gold on site and the possibility of locating the processing plant
underground. In exploration, the same concern for the environment has led to the use of helicopters and all-terrain vehicles for
transport and servicing drilling operations in preference to the construction of permanent tracks.
In the coming year the Company hopes to increase the resource base in the Cononish area through the on-going drilling program, and
to progress some of the other exciting prospects identified from the extensive database that the Company acquired with the Cononish
project. The outcome of the scoping study will assist Scotgold in formulating a comprehensive development strategy for Cononish and
surrounding potential ‘satellite’ prospects.
During the past 6 months, Scotgold has made steady progress towards its objectives and the prospects going forward should make for
an exciting coming year for the Company.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all shareholders for their past and on-going support.

CJS Sangster
CEO
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Review
OF OPERATIONS

SCOTGOLD GRAMPIAN PROJECT
Scotgold Resources exploration project is located in the Grampian Highlands of mid-western Scotland. The Cononish gold and silver
deposit forms the core economic basis of the Company’s Grampian Project. The deposit is located on Cononish Farm within the northwestern extremity of the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park and lies about 90km northwest of Glasgow.
Within Scotland, the large tectonic block known as the Grampian Highlands, bounded by the Great Glen Fault to the northwest and
the Highland Boundary Fault to the southeast, is highly prospective for gold and base metals. This terrane, which consists mostly of
metasediments and volcanics of Dalradian age, is a direct continuation of the Dalradian gold province of Northern Ireland which hosts
the Curraghinalt and Cavanacaw gold deposits.
Within the SW Grampian Highlands is the Tyndrum Mineral Field, a historic mining area which contains several vein-hosted deposits
of base metals, including lead, copper and zinc. The best known of these is the historic Tyndrum group of lead mines, which were
discovered in 1741 and intermittently produced lead for more than a century. Less commonly some veins also contain gold and by far
the most important example to date is the Cononish vein-hosted gold and silver deposit situated about 4km SSW of Tyndrum.
Previous exploration has also identified the Tyndrum-Glen Fyne Fault - one of the major fault structures of the Grampian domain - as
a zone of significant potential for lode-hosted gold mineralisation in the general Tyndrum area. Additionally there is also scope for
new precious metal and base metal discoveries through the identification of geological settings which, elsewhere in the world, host
significant metalliferous deposits. The British Geological Survey (BGS), which has completed geochemical surveys over the entire
area held by Scotgold, has repeatedly expressed the view that there are significant metalliferous deposits yet to be discovered in the
Dalradian of Scotland.
In November 2007 Scotgold’s applications for exploration licences for gold and silver between Craignure in the southwest and Pitlochry
in the northeast were granted. The recently granted exploration licences cover an area of about 2,200km2 and include much of the
prospective Dalradian Supergroup.
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in the Dalradian rocks of Northern Ireland and central Scotland
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1. THE CONONISH GOLD AND SILVER DEPOSIT
The Cononish gold and silver vein is hosted by a meta-sedimentary sequence of pelites, psammites and calcareous rocks of the Appin
and Argyll groups belonging to the Dalradian Supergroup. The gold and silver occurs within a steeply-dipping quartz vein which is
up to 8.3m wide and has an average width of about 2m. It has a known vertical dimension of about 500m and it can be traced along
strike for more than 1km.
The Cononish gold and silver deposit was delineated by diamond drilling carried out between 1985 and 1988 and an underground
development program was commenced in 1990. A total of 1280m of underground adit development was also completed, of which
590m was driven on the vein.
Summary of recent exploration activity at Cononish
In January 2008 Snowden Mining Industry Consultants (“Snowden”) commenced a review of the geological setting, previous geological
mapping, previous assay data and QA/QC protocols, existing drill core, and previous resource estimates of the Cononish gold-silver
deposit, as part of a study leading to a resource estimate which is JORC compliant. The resource estimate, which is detailed in the next
section, was delivered as a final report in June 2008.
In August 2008 Scotgold took delivery of a small diamond drilling rig purchased from Ingetrol Ltda in Chile. This rig, which will be
operated from small platforms constructed on the steep hillsides, is easily transported by helicopter to each drilling platform, thereby
minimising disturbance to the natural environment. Scotgold’s ownership of the rig ensures constant availability of a suitable rig, and
the drilling is being carried out under contract by Priority Drilling Ltd of Ireland.
In September 2008 Scotgold commenced drilling the first drill hole at Cononish since 1996. This diamond drill hole has a planned
depth of 270m and is designed to test the Cononish vein below the resource delineated by previous drilling. It is planned to drill at least
2000m in the vicinity of Cononish to seek to increase the size of the resource.
In September 2008 Scotgold commissioned internationally recognised AMC Consultants Ltd (AMC) to conduct a Scoping Study, which
will assess whether the current gold-silver resource at Cononish would be economically viable under the current prevailing economic
conditions. A draft report is expected to be received within three months.

Geological map showing principal gold prospects within Scotgold’s licence area.
The Glen Lyon licence area is considered prospective for conceptual gold targets.
+
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JORC Code Compliant Resource
Snowden has completed an independent JORC compliant resource report for the Company’s Gold Project at Cononish.
The resource estimate consists of Measured, Indicated and Inferred Mineral Resource categories totalling 154,000 oz Au and
589,000 oz Ag at a cut off grade of 3.5g/t Au as shown in the table below.The Inferred Resource grade is reported with a grade range
to indicate the likely upside due to the information effect and incorporating the grade range, the Inferred Mineral Resource is estimated
to lie between 101,000 oz Au and 147,000 oz Au for a total combined (Measured, Indicated and Inferred Mineral Resources) gold
resource of between 152,000 oz Au and 198,000 oz Au at a 3.5 g/t Au cut off.
Cononish Main Vein Mineral Resources
Classification

Tonnes (t)

Grade (g/t)

Ounces (Oz)

Au

Ag

Au

Ag

Measured

53,000

17.9

75.0

31,000

128,000

Indicated

63,000

10.1

42.2

20,000

85,000

285,000

11.2
[11-16]

41.0

103,000

376,000

Inferred

Tonnages and contained ounces rounded to the nearest 1,000t or 1,000oz. Grade rounded to the nearest 0.1 g/t Au or g/t Ag.
A copy of the full Snowden report may be viewed on the company website.

”Cononish has the potential to be an economic, small, high-grade narrow-vein
underground mining operation producing between 20,000 oz Gold to 30,000 oz
Gold per annum and around 80,000 oz Silver to 120,000 oz Silver per annum.”
“Snowden believes that there is potential to prove up further resources close to
the mine (within a few km). This could be in the region of 0.5 Mt to 1.0 Mt for
between 160,000 oz Gold and 320,000 oz Gold.”
Snowden
30 June 2008
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Geological map of the Cononish Mine vicinity showing exploration targets. Gold-mineralised faults (coloured red) and gold
geochemical anomalies (coloured orange) occur as a sub-parallel swarm trending northeasterly. Non-mineralised faults and
barren quartz veins are shown in black. Minor igneous intrusions and minor lithological units have been omitted for clarity.
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The following information is summarized from the Snowden report, which was completed by Dr Simon Dominy and Dr Ian Platten
of Snowden’s London Office:
Geology and Mineralization
The Cononish mine comprises a gold-silver mineralized narrow quartz-vein system, the Cononish Vein, which has been
trenched, diamond drilled and developed underground along one horizon. The Cononish Vein is a steep, narrow (<6m) vein
system trending NE-SW and emplaced in Late Proterozoic metasediments of the Caledonides mobile belt. It shows brittle
style deformation and completely postdates metamorphism and associated Caledonian foliations. Quartz veining is associated
with the Tyndrum Fault, one of a set of NE-SW trending, left lateral, faults characterizing the Scottish Highlands. The vein
system was emplaced during the late to post-tectonic (late Silurian to early Devonian) episode of granitoid intrusion in the
Grampian Highlands. Gold occurs as electrum and some minor amounts of native gold, silver occurs additionally as minor
tellurides and native metal.
The gold/electrum is fine-grained, generally <100 µm in size. Visible gold up to 1,000 µm to 2,000 µm in size is rare. Assay
data suggests that gold and silver is spatially associated with sulphides in the quartz. The main sulphide is pyrite, but galena,
chalcopyrite and sphalerite occur in small amounts. Electrum and/or gold occur with galena in fractures in the pyrite and
associated with the contacts between galena and pyrite grains. Some very fine-grained (<20 µm) native gold occurs within
the pyrite.
Data
The Cononish resource estimate is based upon diamond drillhole and adit face sample data collected in the 1980’s. Most of the
core, all core logs, face sheets, geological maps and assay certificates are held by Scotgold. Snowden was able to review all the
data and found it to be of an acceptable quality for resource estimation. Vein geology was validated through underground visits
to the Cononish Adit. Sampling, QAQC and sample collection methods were of an acceptable quality.
Resource Estimation
A polygonal and weighted average based resource estimate was undertaken for both gold and silver. This was preceded by
statistical analysis of the grade data. Statistical analysis indicates that the majority of the gold and silver is located within the
quartz vein domain, with a lesser amount in the wallrocks. Top-cut of 70 g/t gold and 200 g/t silver were applied to all assay
intervals prior to compositing for estimation.
With the current sustained increase in gold and silver prices to over US$800/oz gold and $15/oz silver, and combined with the
potential premium on sales on branded ‘Scottish Gold’ jewellery. Snowden believes that resources of a grade of 3.5 g/t gold or
above (effective breakeven cut-off grade) have a reasonable prospect for economic extraction. The resource was estimated
using a minimum mining width of 1.2 m, giving a minimum metal accumulation cut-off of 4.2 m.g/t gold. At this level, it was
found that the Cononish Vein has a payability of 85% (based on analysis of the close-spaced adit samples).
Resource Classification
The Cononish Main Vein resource was classified into the Measured, Indicated and Inferred Mineral Resource classes based on
the JORC 2004 Code. It should be noted that Mineral Resources are not Ore Reserves, and thus do not have a demonstrated
economic viability. A preliminary economic analysis was undertaken to show the likelihood of the Mineral Resources having
‘reasonable prospects for eventual extraction’. The resource was defined on the basis of a manually defined boundary defining
the limit of drilling and development. Outside this limit the drilling grid is too sparse or absent to allow the definition of resources
with any confidence.
Conclusions
Cononish has the potential to be an economic, small, high-grade, narrow vein underground mining operation producing
between 20,000 to 30,000 ounces of gold per annum. There is some potential for increased gold grade locally at Cononish,
due to a high nugget effect and an information effect due to sparse drilling in areas of the Cononish Vein.
Snowden also believes that there is strong potential to prove up further resources close to mine (within a few kilometres). This
is likely to be in the region of 160,000 to 320,000 ounces of gold. Similarly there is also strong potential to prove up resources
within Scotgold Resources’ licence areas, along the regional Tyndrum and Loch Tay Fault Zones, generally within 70km of the
Cononish site.
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Drilling program
The Company recently purchased an Explorer Plus MD3 diamond drilling rig from Integrol in Chile. The rig arrived at Cononish in
August 2008 and commenced drilling the first exploration hole at Cononish in early September.
The purchase ensures constant availability of a small drilling rig ideally suited to the steep hillsides and challenging natural environment
in the Grampians of Scotland. Although small in size, the rig is capable of drilling holes to depths of 400m or more, depending on the
diameter of the core.
The drilling rig will operate from a small wooden platform constructed at each drill site.
A helicopter is used to ferry the rig and drilling equipment from one site to another, precluding the need to establish permanent tracks
on the hillsides.
The current drilling program is designed to seek additional resources in the immediate vicinity of the Cononish quartz vein, largely in
accordance with recommendations made in the Snowden report. Initially, about 2000m of drilling is planned on the main vein, and
about 1000m on nearby quartz veins which have been shown to contain some gold. Previous geological mapping and geochemical
sampling have shown a number of quartz veins and gold anomalies trending parallel to the Cononish vein and they may represent a
swarm of quartz-gold veins emplaced at the same time. Based on their previous work in the Cononish area and from investigations
for their resource estimate, Snowden believes that ‘there is strong potential to prove up further resources close to mine (within a few
kilometres). This is likely to be in the region of 160,000 to 320,000 ounces of gold.’

2. OTHER EXPLORATION TARGETS NEAR CONONISH
Other promising prospects which occur within a few kilometres of Cononish are comprehensively documented in Scotgold’s newlyacquired database. These prospects could provide additional mineralisation to supplement any future gold mining operation at
Cononish itself. Two of these are advanced prospects which will be explored as a priority.
Tom A Chro
Exceptionally high gold and high silver values were obtained from rock chip sampling at Tom a Chro in 1985 by Fynegold Exploration
Ltd. The highest gold value of 257 g/t gold was a rock chip from an in situ vein but most of the anomalous samples were boulders of
uncertain provenance. The prospect is on the north-facing slope of Ben Udlaidh and some downhill migration of the boulders may
have occurred. The auriferous boulders occur within an area measuring approximately 750m by 250m with the long axis oriented
downslope.
Results of rock chip sampling, Tom a Chro, 1985
Sample number

Gold (g/t)

Silver (g/t)

Boulder

175

71.5

Rock chip from vein

257

118

6952

Boulder

65.4

30

5872

Boulder

86.1

23.3

5857

Boulder

133.7

56.3

5871

Boulder

25.4

0

5859

Boulder

2.4

1.1

19.9

N/A

6951
11176

18823

8

Type of sample
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As part of Scotgold Resources’ review of the extensive database acquired from Fynegold, the Company has now located and processed
the results of two soil sampling surveys carried out at Tom a Chro in 1986.
In the first survey, soil samples were obtained along five grid lines in the vicinity of the boulders, using a power auger to reach or
approach the soil/bedrock interface. The 100ppb gold contour delineates several sub-parallel zones of gold anomalism over a distance
of over 600 metres, with a maximum gold value of 2.38 g/t gold. Due to the limited extent of the auger sampling grid the anomalous
zones remain open in three directions.
The results of the first survey indicate that the bedrock is anomalous in the immediate vicinity of the surface boulders and these highlyanomalous boulders may therefore relate to the underlying rocks.
In a later soil survey which followed a height contour, gold values above an arbitrary cut-off of 50ppb delineate two elongate anomalous
zones extending over hundreds of metres in the vicinity of Tom a Chro. These results must be interpreted with caution, particularly the
shape and extent of the anomalies, as there is limited information outside the sampled contour.
The height-contour anomalies overlap the deep soil auger anomalies but have a considerably longer strike length. Together the two
sets of soil data suggest a 2km-long mineralised structure trending NE-SW, parallel to the mineralised vein which hosts the Cononish
deposit located about 7km to the south.
This information considerably upgrades the importance of Tom a Chro. The prospect is now ready for immediate drill testing and it is
planned to do this as soon as land access and planning permission (if necessary) are secured.

Tom a Chro Gold Prospect Glenorchy Results from 1985 Deep Soil (Auger) Sampling
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Beinn Udlaidh
This prospect consists of an auriferous quartz vein sub-parallel to the Cononish Vein and intersects stratigraphically younger rocks to
those that host Cononish. Initial trenching yielded 10.27 g/t gold and 241 g/t silver over 2.3m within a hematitically-altered gossanous
quartz vein. Eleven holes were drilled in 1988 with a best result of 4m @ 1.1 g/t gold and 58.4 g/t silver at a depth of 35m. The low
grades were ascribed to extensive and deep weathering of the rock accompanied by hematisation of the quartz. The ENE trend of the
vein at Beinn Udlaidh, its pink coloration and the widespread gold anomalies from surface sampling and from drilling suggest that
further drilling should be carried out at this locality.

3. REGIONAL EXPLORATION TARGETS
Through its acquisition of Fynegold, Scotgold Resources now has a comprehensive database of information covering a large region of
the SW Grampian Highlands and includes soil sampling, rock chip sampling, deep overburden sampling, stream sediment sampling
(including the collection of panned concentrates), and geophysical surveys including VLF-EM, gravity and aeromagnetic surveys. The
database reveals many specific prospects on the basis of anomalous geochemistry, geophysics and geological setting and many of
these merit immediate follow up.
In their Cononish resource report, Snowden commented that ‘there is additional strong potential to prove up resources within Scotgold’s
license areas, along the regional Tyndrum and Loch Tay fault zones, generally within 70km of the Cononish site.’
The highest priority for exploration will be given to the outstanding series of prospects within the Tyndrum Fault Zone in Glen Fyne.
Within Glen Fyne, which lies along the southern extension of the Tyndrum Fault, a linear zone of exploration potential has been identified.
In this narrow valley the Tyndrum Fault intersects Green Beds of the Southern Highland Group and Ardrishaig Phyllite of the Appin
Group near their contact with a granodiorite intrusion of Caledonian age. Here the Tyndrum Fault has produced a tectonic corridor in
which all of these rock types are commonly strongly sheared, altered and pyritic, and contain extensive linear zones of elevated gold
values. This structural corridor within the Tyndrum Fault Zone in Glen Fyne is considered to have exceptional exploration merit.
An elongate zone of geochemical anomalism parallel to the axis of Glen Fyne was first recognised from BGS stream sediment sampling,
based on Cu, Pb and Zn assays. Subsequent regional rock chip sampling in this area for gold outlined a comparable elongate zone
approximately 4.5km long on the basis of gold values exceeding 200 ppb gold (0.2 g/t gold). The highest value in this survey was 1.08
g/t gold and silver values were generally low. The key exploration targets are at Inverchorachan and Tom an Biorach:
Inverchorachan
A previous rock chip sampling program included one 500g grab sample which assayed 277,000 ppb (277 g/t gold) and a 2kg
composite chip sample which assayed 9.4 g/t gold, plus numerous other high gold assays. Subsequent rock chip and deep soil
sampling programs identified an anomalous zone about 500m long and 50m wide oriented approximately northeast-southwest. Four
trenches excavated within anomalous zone were highly anomalous in gold; one metre panel sampling along one trench (about 35m
long) gave exceptionally consistent gold grades, with 85% of samples in the range 1 to 6 g/t gold. Detailed geological mapping and
sampling indicates that several rock types here contain gold, pointing to lode-style mineralization within a wide shear zone in contrast
to gold mineralization confined to a discrete quartz vein as at Cononish.

Geological map of the Tyndrum Fault Zone in Glen Fyne, showing location of Inverchorachan
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Regional rock chip sampling results from a 1983 survey. Details of Inverchorachan on following diagram

Previous rock chip sampling in two of the trenches at Inverchorachan gave consistently high assay results as shown in the table below,
broadly confirming the historic investigations. The table represents 13 results >1g/t Au out of a total of 69 samples selected in the area.
Most of the mineralised samples occurred within altered intrusive rock exposed within the trenches
Selected rock chip results from recent sampling at Inverchorachan
Sample number

Au (g/t)

Ag (g/t)

Rock type

Location

IN 091

1.11

4-7

Tuff, Green Beds

Trench A-B

IN 070

1.23

5.8

Tuff/altered intrusive contact

Trench A-B

IN 066

1.33

7.8

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN 101

1.38

6.4

Altered intrusive

Trench C-D

IN 086

1.78

6.1

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN 084

1.85

7.9

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN 085

2.04

9.3

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN 102

2.82

8.5

Altered intrusive

Trench C-D

IN 087

2.90

10.4

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN 075

3.20

17.3

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN088

3.40

16.7

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN 072

7.83

30.5

Altered intrusive

Trench A-B

IN 099

9.43

38.8

Altered intrusive

Trench C-D
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Plan showing location of resampled trenches

Assays were carried out by OMAC Laboratories in Ireland. Gold was determined by 30g fire assay and silver by ICP scan.
Other current investigations for this prospect include X-ray diffraction studies to examine the types of alteration associated with the
mineralisation, Scanning Electron Microscope and electron microprobe studies to examine the relationship between pyrite and gold,
petrography of the main rock types and an ICP scan for a range of elements to more closely define the style of the mineralisation.
Tom An Biorach
A deep soil anomaly defined by the 25 ppb gold contour occurs as an elongate zone of gold anomalism nearly 500m long approximately
co-linear with Inverchorachan; best trench sampling results were 6m averaging 1.14 g/t gold, with the mineralization occurring within
chloritic-altered quartzite and Green Beds containing abundant pyrite estimated at up to 30%. This well-defined anomaly at Tom An
Biorach is ready for drill testing and the target zone is similar in size to Inverchorachan.

4. Other Regional Targets
Much of the terrain within the Crown Licence area consists of Dalradian metasediments, which is host to many gold showings in
Scotland and two substantial gold deposits in Ireland.
Researchers have suggested that the Middle Dalradian with its extensive stratigraphic Pyritic Zone, high level igneous intrusives,
widespread sericite alteration, and major structures, could be a good regional target for stratabound gold mineralisation.
In addition, the geological setting around Aberfeldy has been compared to that of the giant Hemlo gold deposit in Canada, which was
discovered in 1981.
The entire Crown Licence area currently held by Scotgold has been previously sampled by the BGS as part of a nationwide program
of stream sediment sampling which commenced in 1969. The samples were assayed for a wide range of elements and the data is
available as regional atlases showing areas of geochemical anomalism.
Initially the Company intends to focus its exploration effort in areas of high immediate promise such as Cononish and the Tyndrum
Fault Zone, but a systematic review of the literature and other databases combined with field work will be used to progressively identify
other targets in the Tyndrum-Pitlochry section of the Dalradian metamorphic belt.

12
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DIRECTORS’
REPORT

Your Directors submit their report on the consolidated entity consisting of Scotgold Resources Limited and its controlled entities
(“Scotgold”) for the financial period ended 30 June 2008.

DIRECTORS
The following persons were Directors of Scotgold Resources Limited during the whole of the financial period and up to the date of this
report unless otherwise stated;
In office from

In office to

Shane Sadleir

Non Executive Chairman

14/08/2007

29/05/2008

Chris Sangster

Chief Executive Officer

17/10/2007

present

Ron Thom

Director Exploration

14/08/2007

present

Phillip Jackson

Non Executive Director

14/08/2007

present

PARTICULARS OF DIRECTORS AND COMPANY SECRETARY
Christopher Sangster BSc (Hons), ARSM, GDE
Chief Executive Officer
Qualifications and experience
Mr Sangster is a mining engineer with over 28 years experience in the mining industry. He has a BSc Hons in Mining Engineering
from the Royal School of Mines, Imperial College in London and a GDE in Mineral Economics from the University of Witwatersrand. He
currently lives close to the Company’s exploration licences at Comrie in Scotland with his wife and family.
Mr Sangster’s career covers extensive production and technical experience at senior levels in both junior and multi-national companies
in gold, diamonds and base metals in Africa, UK and Canada and covers a wide range of mining applications.
Between 1996 and 1999 Mr Sangster was General Manger for Caledonia Mining Corporation for the Cononish Gold Project and a
Director of Fynegold Exploration, where he was responsible for all aspects of the project including feasibility study preparation, project
due diligence, finance negotiations, exploration initiatives and planning permission applications.
After 1999, Mr Sangster moved to the Zambian Copperbelt with Anglo American Plc / KCM Plc where he attained the position of
Vice President Mining Services and in 2005 joined Australian Mining Consultants as a Principal Mining Engineer. More recently,
Mr Sangster was employed as General Manager for AIM–listed company European Diamonds Plc.
Interest in Shares and Options
Fully Paid Shares

4,500,000

Options exercisable at 30 cents expiring 30 April 2010 – Listed

2,250,000

Options exercisable at 30 cents expiring 30 April 2010 – Unlisted

1,500,000

Special Resposibilities
Mr Sangster is the Chief Operating Officer.
Directorships held in listed entities
None

ANNUAL REPORT 2008 SCOTGOLD RESOURCES LIMITED
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Ronald Thom BSc (Hons) PhD MAusIMM
Executive Director		
Qualifications and experience
Dr Thom is a geologist with in excess of 25 years continuous experience in the mining industry. He was born and educated in Scotland
and graduated from the University of St Andrews in 1969. Between 1974 and 1977 he attended the Royal School of Mines, Imperial
College in London and gained his PhD in structural geology.
In 1970 Dr Thom emigrated to Western Australia and joined the Geological Survey of Western Australia where was involved in the
regional geological mapping of a number of key areas in the goldfields and mineral fields of Western Australia. Since joining the
mining industry in 1980 he has worked in exploration for a range of commodities including gold, base metals, mineral sands and
platinum group elements. He has been involved in several mining projects which have progressed from exploration to mining including
Davyhurst, Wiluna, Boddington (gold), and Balcooma (base metals).
In 2005 he was the inaugural Managing Director of ASX-listed gold and base metal explorer Graynic Metals Limited until his resignation
in June 2007. During that period he led the investigations into a promising base metal prospect in the Pilbara region of Western
Australia.
As Scotgold’s Exploration Director, Dr Thom’s experience and expertise in gold and base metals exploration will be highly beneficial to
the Company’s exploration activities in Scotland.
Interest in Shares and Options
Fully Paid Shares

1,512,125

Options exercisable at 30 cents expiring 30 April 2010 – Listed

756,125

Options exercisable at 30 cents expiring 30 April 2010 – Unlisted

1,500,000

Special Responsibilities
Dr Thom is responsible for Exploration activities.
Directorships held in listed entities
Company Name

Appointed

Resigned

Graynic Metals Limited

21 February 2005

19 June 2007
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Phillip Jackson BJuris LLB MBA FAICD
Non-executive director
Qualifications and experience
Mr Jackson is a barrister and solicitor with over 25 years legal and international corporate experience, especially in the areas of
commercial and contract law; mining law and corporate structuring. He has worked extensively in the Middle East, Asia and the United
States of America. In Australia , he was formerly a managing legal counsel for Western Mining Corporation, and in private practice
specialized in small to medium resource companies.
Mr Jackson is currently a director and senior executive of the Australian and Asian subsidiaries of a large multinational oil services
company. He has been a director of a number of Australian public companies, particularly junior mining companies. His experience
includes management, finance, accounting and human resources. He has been chairman of Aurora Minerals Limited since it listed in
2004 and Desert Energy Limited, since it listed in August 2007.
Interest in Shares and Options
Fully Paid Shares

1,750,000

Options exercisable at 30 cents expiring 30 April 2010 – Listed

875,000

Options exercisable at 30 cents expiring 30 April 2010 – Unlisted

750,000

Special Responsibilities
Mr Jackson is Chairman of the Audit Committee
Directorships held in listed entities
Company Name

Appointed

Aurora Minerals Limited

24 September 2003

Desert Energy Limited

12 December 2006

Peter Newcomb FCA (ICAEW)
Company Secretary
Qualifications and experience
Mr Newcomb is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and a member of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in Australia, with over thirty years professional and commercial experience.
He has worked in a number of industries and locations including London, Scotland, Singapore and Perth. The majority of his
experience over the last ten years has been in the Resources industry in Western Australia. Mr Newcomb is Company Secretary and
CFO of several other Public companies in WA.
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PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activity of the consolidated entity during the period was mineral exploration in Scotland.
OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW
Review of Operations
A review of operations of the Company and its controlled entities during the financial year is contained in the Review of Operations
section of this annual report.
Operating Results
Consolidated loss after income tax for the financial period $592,918.
Financial Position
At 30 June 2008 the Company has cash reserves of $3,510,774.
Dividends
No dividends were paid during the period and no recommendation is made as to dividends.
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN THE STATE OF AFFAIRS
In the opinion of the Directors, there were no significant changes in the state of affairs of the consolidated entity that occurred during
the financial period under review not otherwise disclosed in this report or in the consolidated accounts.
MATTERS SUBSEQUENT TO THE END OF FINANCIAL PERIOD
Other than as stated below, since the end of the financial period under review and the date of this report, there has not arisen any item,
transaction or event of a material and unusual nature likely, in the opinion of the directors of the Company, to significantly affect the
operations of the consolidated entity, in subsequent financial years.
Non renounceable rights issue of Options
On 14 July 2008 the Company’s Non Renounceable Rights issue of options announced on 3 June 2008 closed and 28,484,204
options expiring 30 April 2010 exercisable at $0.30 (Options) were allotted and issued into the issuer sponsored sub register to raise
a total of $284,842.04.
On 11 September 2008 1,315,000 options were allotted to shortfall applicants.
LIKELY DEVELOPMENTS AND EXPECTED RESULTS
The Company intends to continue its exploration activities with a view to the commencement of mining operations as soon as possible.
Further information on likely developments in the operations of the consolidated entity and the expected results of operations have
not been included in this report because the Directors believe it would be likely to result in unreasonable prejudice to the Company.
MEETINGS OF DIRECTORS
The following table sets out the number of meetings of the Company’s Directors held during the period ended 30 June 2008, and the
number of meetings attended by each Directors’. These meetings included matters relating to the Remuneration and Nomination
Committees of the Company.
Number eligible
to attend

Number
attended

Mr Shane Sadleir

8

8

Mr Chris Sangster

8

8

Dr Ron Thom

9

8

Mr Phillip Jackson

9

8
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AUDIT COMMITTEE
The audit committee is comprised of the non-executive director. Mr Jackson chaired one meeting of the audit committee between
commencement of the company and the date of this report.
REMUNERATION REPORT
This report details the nature and amount of remuneration for each director and executive of Scotgold Resources Limited.
The information provided in the remuneration report includes remuneration disclosures that are required under Accounting Standards
AASB 124 “Related Party Disclosures”. These disclosures have been transferred from the financial report and have been audited.
Remunerations policy (audited)
The board policy is to remunerate directors at market rates for time, commitment and responsibilities. The board determines payment to
the directors and reviews their remuneration annually, based on market practice, duties and accountability. Independent external advice
is sought when required. The maximum aggregate amount of directors’ fees that can be paid is subject to approval by shareholders
in general meeting, from time to time. Fees for non-executive directors are not linked to the performance of the consolidated entity.
However, to align directors’ interests with shareholders interests, the directors are encouraged to hold securities in the company.
The company’s aim is to remunerate at a level that will attract and retain high-calibre directors and employees. Company officers and
directors are remunerated to a level consistent with size of the company.
All remuneration paid to directors and executives is valued at the cost to the company and expensed.
Performance-based remuneration
The company does not pay any performance-based component of salaries.
Details of remuneration for period ended 30 June 2008 (audited)
Directors’ Remuneration
No salaries, commissions, bonuses or superannuation were paid or payable to directors during the period. Remuneration was by way
of fees paid monthly in respect of invoices issued to the Company by the Directors or Companies associated with the Directors in
accordance with agreements between the Company and those entities. Details of the agreements are set out below.
Agreements in respect of cash remuneration of Directors:
The Company’s constitution provides that the non-executive Directors may collectively be paid as remuneration for their services a fixed
sum not exceeding the aggregate sum determined by a general meeting. The aggregate remuneration has been set at an amount of
$300,000 per annum. A Director may be paid fees or other amounts as the Directors determine where a Director performs special
duties or otherwise performs services outside the scope of the ordinary duties of a Director. A Director may also be reimbursed for out
of pocket expenses incurred as a result of their directorship or any special duties. Executive Directors may be paid on commercial
terms as the Directors see fit.
The directors have resolved that the non executive chairman Mr Sadleir director fees be set at $80,000 per annum and the non
executive director Mr Jackson director fees be set at $50,000 per annum. Mr Sangster will receive a fee of £120,000 (approximately
$250,000) per annum for his role as chief executive officer.
Details of the Consultancy Agreement with Chaldane Pty Ltd (Chaldane) – a company associated with Dr Thom.
Commitment: $20,000 plus GST per calendar month, or as otherwise may be agreed, from 1 November 2007 until terminated in
accordance with the agreement.
By an agreement dated 2 November 2007 the Company entered into a Consultancy Agreement with Chaldane for the provision of
services by Chaldane under the direction of and on behalf of the Company.
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Chaldane is an independent contractor and is responsible for tax deductions and payments, superannuation and workers’ compensation
for its employees and directors (where appropriate).
The Directors’ are entitled to reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses incurred whilst on company business.
The total remuneration paid to directors and executives is summarised below:
Director/Secretary

Associated Company

Shane Sadleir

Mineral Products Holdings Pty Ltd

Chris Sangster

Fees

Options

Total

147,903

55,500

203,403

192,194

55,500

247,694

200,000

55,500

255,500

Ron Thom

Chaldane Pty Ltd

Phillip Jackson

Holihox Pty Ltd

41,667

27,750

69,417

Ed Edwards

Tied Nominees Pty Ltd

37,800

18,500

56,300

Peter Newcomb

Symbios Pty Ltd

27,750

-

27,750

647,314

212,750

860,064

The consolidated entity does not have any full time executive officers, other than directors as detailed above.
There were no performance related payments made during the period.
SHARE OPTIONS
As at the date of this report, there were 38,799,204 options over unissued ordinary shares in the parent entity. These options are listed,
and are exercisable at $0.30 on or before 30 April 2010. Option holders do not have any right, by virtue of the option, to participate in
any share issue of the company or any related body corporate or in the interest issue of any other registered scheme.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
The consolidated entity has conducted exploration activities on mineral tenements. The right to conduct these activities is granted
subject to environmental conditions and requirements. The consolidated entity aims to ensure a high standard of environmental care
is achieved and, as a minimum, to comply with relevant environmental regulations. There have been no known breaches of any of the
environmental conditions.
INDEMNIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
During the financial period, the Company has not given an indemnity or entered into an agreement to indemnity with any of the
Directors.
AUDITOR
HLB Mann Judd continues in office in accordance with section 327 of the Corporations Act 2001.
NON-AUDIT SERVICES
The following non-audit services were provided by our auditors, HLB Mann Judd. The directors are satisfied that the provision of nonaudit services is compatible with the general standard of independence for auditors imposed by the Corporations Act.
HLB Mann Judd received the following amounts for the provision of non-audit services:
Independent Accountants Report included in Prospectus

$8,000

The directors are of the opinion that the services do not compromise the auditor’s independence as all non-audit services have been
reviewed to ensure that they do not impact the integrity and objectivity of the auditor and none of the services undermine the general
principles relating to auditor independence as set out in Code of Conduct APES110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants issued
by the Accounting Professional & Ethical Standards Board.
AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
The auditor’s independence declaration has been received for the period ended 30 June 2008 and forms part of the Directors’ Report.
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PROCEEDINGS ON BEHALF OF COMPANY
No person has applied for leave of Court to bring proceedings on behalf of the Company or intervene in any proceedings to which the
company is a party for the purpose of taking responsibility on behalf of the Company for all or any part of those proceedings.
The Company was not a party to any such proceedings during the period.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the directors.

PHILLIP JACKSON
Dated at Perth this 26th day of September, 2008.
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CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE STATEMENT

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Unless disclosed below, all the best practice recommendations of the ASX Corporate Governance Council have been applied for the
entire financial period ended 30 June 2008.
Principle Ref

Recommendation Ref

Notification of Departure

Explanation for Departure

2

2.1

For the Reporting Period the Board
comprised three directors, only one of
whom, Mr P Jackson, was considered to
be independent.

The Board acknowledges that a greater
proportion of independent directors may
be desirable over the longer term.

2

2.4

A separate Nomination Committee has
not been formed.

The role of the Nomination Committee
is carried out by the full Board. The
Board considers that given its size, no
efficiencies or other benefits would
be gained by establishing a separate
Nomination Committee.

4

4.3

The Audit Committee does not meet
the requirements for composition in
numbers or independent chairperson.

The Board will make any appropriate
changes to the composition of the Audit
Committee as the composition of the
Board changes.

BOARD COMPOSITION
The skills, experience and expertise relevant to the position of each director who is in office at the date of the annual report and their
term of office are detailed in the director’s report.
The independent director of the company at the date of this report is Phillip Jackson
When determining whether a non-executive director is independent the director must not fail any of the following materiality thresholds:
·	less than 10% of company shares are held by the director and any entity or individual directly or indirectly associated with
the director;
·
no sales are made to or purchases made from any entity or individual directly or indirectly associated with the director; and
·	none of the director’s income or the income of an individual or entity directly or indirectly associated with the director is derived
from a contract with any member of the consolidated entity other than income derived as a director of the entity.
Independent directors have the right to seek independent professional advice at the company’s expense in the furtherance of their
duties as directors. Written approval must be obtained from the chairman prior to incurring any expense on behalf of the company.

TRADING POLICY
The company’s policy regarding directors and employees trading in its securities is set by the board. The policy restricts directors and
employees from acting on material information until it has been released to the market and adequate time has been given for this to
be reflected in the securities’ prices.
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AUDIT COMMITTEE
The names and qualifications of those appointed to the audit committee and their attendance at meetings of the committee are
included in the directors’ report.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
During the Reporting Period an evaluation of the Board was informally carried out by the Chairman.

REMUNERATION POLICIES
Remuneration levels are competitively set to attract the most qualified and experienced directors and senior executive officers, in the
context of prevailing market conditions.
The Executive Chairman and Executive Director receive a fixed consultancy fee for the services provided to the Company in an
Executive capacity.
The non-executive director is entitled to receive a fixed fee for his service as a director.
There is no direct link between remuneration paid to any of the directors and corporate performance such as bonus payments for
achievements of certain key performance indicators.
The amount of remuneration for all directors and executives, including all monetary and non-monetary components, are detailed in the
annual report. All remuneration paid to executives is valued at the cost to the company and expensed.
The board expects that the remuneration structure implemented will result in the company being able to attract and retain the best
executives to run the consolidated entity. It will also provide executives with the necessary incentives to work to grow long-term
shareholder value.

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
The remuneration committee is made up of the full board of Scotgold.

OTHER INFORMATION
Further information relating to the company’s corporate governance practices and policies has been made publicly available on the
company’s web site at www.scotgoldresources.com.
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AUDITOR’S
INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION

HLB Mann Judd (WA Partnership)
ABN 22 193 232 714
Level 2 15 Rheola Street West Perth 6005
PO Box 263 West Perth 6872 Western Australia
Telephone +61 (08) 9481 0977
Fax +61 (08) 9481 3686
Email hlb@hlbwa.com.au.
Website www.hlb.com.au
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation

Auditor’s Independence Declaration

As lead auditor for the audit of the financial report of Scotgold Resources Limited for the period ended 30 June 2008, I declare that to
the best of my knowledge and belief, there have been:
a)

no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 in relation to the audit; and

b)

no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

This declaration is in respect of Scotgold Resources Limited.

N G NEILL
Perth, Western Australia
26 September 2008
Partner, HLB Mann Judd
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INCOME
STATEMENT

for the period ended 30 June 2008

Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

142,004

140,220

(102,315)

(70,854)

(5,590)

-

Employee and consultant costs

(213,868)

(173,568)

Employee and consultant options

(294,000)

(294,000)

Listing and share registry costs

(23,596)

(23,596)

Office and communication costs

(76,020)

(65,538)

Other expenses

(37,499)

(46,487)

(610,884)

(533,823)

17,966

(247,434)

(592,918)

(781,257)

-

-

(592,918)

(781,257)

1.27

1.68

Note
Revenue

2

Administration costs
Depreciation

3
Exchange gain/(loss)
(LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX EXPENSE

Income tax expense

4

NET (LOSS) AFTER INCOME TAX ATTRIBUTABLE TO
MEMBERS OF SCOTGOLD RESOURCES LIMITED
Basic loss per share (cents per share)

23

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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BALANCE
SHEET

as at 30 June 2008

Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

5
6
7

3,510,774
68,888
13,938
3,593,600

3,325,613
15,311
3,340,924

6
8
9

104,167
282,117
3,850,163
-

5,491,881
2,634,160

Total Non Current assets

4,236,447

8,126,041

TOTAL ASSETS

7,830,047

11,466,965

292,801
46,020
11,597

107,846
-

350,418

107,846

Interest bearing liabilities

21,357

-

Total Non Current Liabilities

21,357

-

371,775

107,846

7,458,272

11,359,119

7,731,885
331,000
(604,613)

11,809,376
331,000
(781,257)

7,458,272

11,359,119

Note
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Other current assets
Total Current Assets
NON CURRENT ASSETS
Trade and other receivables
Plant and equipment
Mineral exploration and evaluation
Investment in subsidiary
Loan to subsidiary

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Other current liabilities
Interest bearing liabilities

10
10
11

Total Current Liabilities
NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Issued capital
Reserves
Accumulated losses

12
13
13

TOTAL EQUITY

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STATEMENT OF
CHANGES IN EQUITY

for the period ended 30 June 2008

CONSOLIDATED
Contributed
Equity
$

Accumulated
Losses
$

Option
Reserve
$

Translation
Reserve
$

Total Equity
$

1

-

-

-

1

Balances on acquisition of Scotgold
Scotland

1,414,390

(11,695)

-

115,320

1,518,015

Conversion of convertible note
Issued to seed capital investors

1,208,880
576,000

-

-

-

1,208,880
576,000

-

-

259,000

-

259,000

4,907,850
(375,236)
7,731,885

(592,918)
(604,613)

37,000
35,000
331,000

(115,320)
-

37,000
35,000
4,907,850
(375,236)
(115,320)
(592,918)
7,458,272

Contributed
Equity
$

Accumulated
Losses
$

Option
Reserve
$

Translation
Reserve
$

Total Equity
$

1
5,491,881
1,208,880
576,000

-

-

-

1
5,491,881
1,208,880
576,000

-

-

259,000

-

259,000

4,907,850
(375,236)
11,809,376

(781,257)
(781,257)

37,000
35,000
331,000

-

37,000
35,000
4,907,850
(375,236)
(781,257)
11,359,119

Issue of shares at date of registration

Issue of options to Directors and
management
Issue of options to broker
Issue of options to consultants
Initial Public Offering
Share issue expenses
Currency translation
Loss for the period
As at 30 June 2008
PARENT

Issue of shares at date of registration
Acquisition of Scotgold Scotland
Conversion of convertible note
Issued to seed capital investors
Issue of options to Directors and
management
Issue of options to broker
Issue of options to consultants
Initial Public Offering
Share issue expenses
Loss for the period
As at 30 June 2008

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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CASH FLOW
STATEMENT

for the period ended 30 June 2008

Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

(343,218)
142,270
(3,056)

(270,312)
140,220
-

(204,006)

(130,092)

Payments for exploration expenditure
Payment for other fixed assets
Cash acquired in business combination
Loans to related parties

(1,350,146)
(267,942)
241,615
-

(1,652,910)

Net Cash Outflow From Investing Activities

(1,376,473)

(1,652,910)

Proceeds from issue of shares and options
Share and option issue transaction costs
Hire purchase repayments

5,483,851
(375,236)
(4,974)

5,483,851
(375,236)
-

Net Cash Inflow From Financing Activities

5,103,641

5,108,615

Net increase in cash held

3,523,164

3,325,613

(12,390)

-

3,510,774

3,325,613

Note
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Payment to suppliers
Interest income received
Interest and other finance costs paid
Net Cash Outflow From Operating Activities

18

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash
and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of
this financial period

These financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Notes To And Forming Part
Of The Financial Statements

NOTE 1 – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of Preparation
The financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards,
Interpretations and other authoritative pronouncements of Australian Accounting Standards Board and the Corporation Act 2001. The
financial report has been prepared on a historical cost basis.
The financial report covers the consolidated entity of Scotgold Resources Limited and controlled entities, and Scotgold Resources
Limited as an individual parent entity. Scotgold Resources Limited is a listed public company, incorporated and domiciled in Australia
with operations in Australia and Scotland.
Adoption of new and revised standards
Changes in accounting policies on initial application of Accounting Standards
In the year ended 30 June 2008, the Group has adopted all of the new and revised Standards and Interpretations issued by the AASB
that are relevant to its operations and effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 July 2007. Details of the impact of
the adoption of these new accounting standards are set out in the individual accounting policy notes set out below. The Group has also
adopted the following Standards as listed below which only impacted on the Group’s financial statements with respect to disclosure:
AASB 101 ‘Presentation of Financial Instruments’ (revised October 2006)
AASB 7 ‘Financial Instruments: Disclosures’
The Group has also reviewed all new Standards and Interpretations that have been issued but are not yet effective for the year ended
30 June 2008. As a result of this review the Directors have determined that there is no impact, material or otherwise, of the new and
revised Standards and Interpretations on its business and, therefore, no change necessary to Group accounting policies.
Statement of Compliance
The financial report was authorised for issue on 26 September 2008.
The financial report complies with Australian Accounting Standards, which include Australian equivalents to International Financial
Reporting Standards (AIFRS). Compliance with AIFRS ensures that the financial report, comprising the financial statements and notes
thereto, complies with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
Reporting Basis and Conventions
The consolidated balances of the Company for the period ended 30 June 2008 include the Company and its subsidiaries. Scotgold
Resources Limited was registered on 14 August 2007 and acquired its subsidiaries on 3 October 2007.
The following is a summary of the material accounting policies adopted by the consolidated entity in the preparation of the financial
report. The accounting policies have been consistently applied, unless otherwise stated.
The financial report has been prepared on the basis of accounting principles applicable to a going concern, which assumes the
commercial realisation of the future potential of the Company’s and consolidated entity’s assets and the discharge of their liabilities in
the normal course of business.
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Accounting Policies
(a) Principles of Consolidation
i)

General

The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries as at balance date. The
financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared for the same reporting period as the parent company, using consistent accounting
policies.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, all intercompany balances and transactions, income and expenses and profit and
losses resulting from intra-group transactions have been eliminated in full. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date on which
control is transferred to the Group and cease to be consolidated from the date on which control is transferred out of the Group. Control
exists where the Company has the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits from its
activities.
The acquisition of subsidiaries is accounted for using the purchase method of accounting. The purchase method of accounting
involves allocating the cost of the business combination to the fair value of the assets acquired and the liabilities and contingent
liabilities assumed at the date of acquisition. Accordingly, the consolidated financial statements include the results of subsidiaries for
the period from their acquisition.
Minority interests represent the portion of profit or loss and net assets in subsidiaries not held by the Group and are presented
separately in the Income Statement and within equity in the consolidated Balance Sheet.
ii)

Reverse Acquisition Accounting

The transaction involving Scotgold Resources acquiring all the issued shares of Scotgold Scotland has been accounted for under the
principles of Reverse Acquisitions included in Australian Accounting Standard AASB3 Business Combinations.
The legal structure of the Scotgold Group discloses that Scotgold Resources is the parent entity. However, the principles of reverse
acquisition accounting apply where the owners of the acquired entity (in this case, Scotgold Scotland) obtain control of the acquiring
entity (in this case, Scotgold Resources) as a result of the businesses’ combination. Under reverse acquisition accounting, the
consolidated financial statements are issued under the name of the legal parent (Scotgold Resources) but are a continuation of the
financial statements of the legal subsidiary (Scotgold Scotland), with the assets and liabilities of the subsidiary being recognised and
measured at their pre-combination carrying amounts rather than their fair values.
In accordance with AASB 3 Business Combinations, the acquisition was determined to be a “reverse acquisition”. As a result of
this accounting treatment, the Income Statement and the Cash Flow Statement for the consolidated entity for the period ended
30 June 2008 comprise the following results and cash flows:
•	Scotgold Resources Limited for the period 14 August 2007 to 30 June 2008; and
•	Scotgold Resources Limited (Scotgold Scotland) for the period 1 July 2007 to 30 June 2008.
• Fynegold Resources Limited (Fynegold) for the period 1 July 2007 to 30 June 2008.
The Company’s subsidiary, Scotgold Scotland, is a limited company incorporated and domiciled in Scotland. Scotgold Scotland was
established in Scotland on 2 October 2006.
A controlled entity is any entity controlled by Scotgold Resources Limited. Control exists where Scotgold Resources Limited has the
capacity to dominate the decision-making in relation to the financial and operating policies of another entity so that the other entity
operates with Scotgold Resources Limited to achieve the objectives of Scotgold Resources Limited. All controlled entities have a
30 June 2008 financial period-end.
(b) Income Tax
The charge for current income tax expenses is based on the profit for the period adjusted for any non-assessable or disallowable items.
It is calculated using tax rates that have been enacted or are substantively enacted by the balance sheet date.
Deferred tax is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method in respect of temporary differences arising between the tax bases
of assets and liabilities and their carrying amount in the financial statements. No deferred income tax will be recognised from the initial
recognition of an asset or liability, excluding a business combination, where there is no effect on accounting or taxable profit or loss.
Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or liability is settled.
Deferred tax is credited in the income statement except where it relates to items that may be credited directly to equity, in which case
the deferred tax is adjusted directly against equity.
Deferred income tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is probable that future tax profits will be available against which
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deductible temporary difference can be utilised.
The amount of benefits brought to account or which may be realised in the future is based on the assumption that no adverse change
will occur in income taxation legislation and the anticipation that the consolidated entity will derive sufficient future assessable income
to enable the benefit to be realised and comply with the conditions of deductibility imposed by the law.
(c) Plant and Equipment
Each class of plant and equipment is carried at cost less, where applicable, any accumulated depreciation.
Plant and equipment are measured on the cost basis less depreciation and impairment losses.
The carrying amount of plant and equipment is reviewed annually by directors to ensure it is not in excess of the recoverable amount
from these assets. The recoverable amount is assessed on the basis of the expected net cash flows which will be received from
the assets employment and subsequent disposal. The expected net cash flows have been discounted to their present values in
determining recoverable amounts.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is
probable that future consolidated benefits associated with the item will flow to the consolidated entity and the cost of the item can be
measured reliably. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to the income statement during the financial period in which they
are incurred.
Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets including capitalised lease assets, but excluding computers, is depreciated on a reducing
balance commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use. Computers are depreciated on a straight line basis over their useful
lives to the consolidated entity commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use.
The depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable assets are:
Class of Fixed Asset				Depreciation Rate
Plant and Equipment				
15 – 50%
The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance sheet date.
An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than its
estimated recoverable amount.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These gains and losses are included
in the income statement. When revalued assets are sold, amounts included in the revaluation reserve relating to that asset are
transferred to retained earnings.
(d) Exploration, Evaluation and Development Expenditure
Exploration, evaluation and development expenditure incurred is either written off as incurred or accumulated in respect of each
identifiable area of interest. Tenement acquisition costs are initially capitalised. Costs are only carried forward to the extent that they are
expected to be recouped through the successful development of the areas, sale of the respective areas of interest or where activities
in the area have not yet reached a stage, which permits reasonable assessment of the existence of economically recoverable reserves.
Accumulated costs in relation to an abandoned area are written off in full against profit in the year in which the decision to abandon
the areas is made.
When production commences, the accumulated costs for the relevant area of interest are amortised over the life of the area according
to the rate of depletion of the economically recoverable reserves.
A regular review is undertaken of each area of interest to determine the appropriateness of continuing to carry forward costs in relation
to that area of interest.
Restoration, rehabilitation and environmental costs necessitated by exploration and evaluation activities are expensed as incurred and
treated as exploration and evaluation expenditure.
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(e) Impairment of Assets
At each reporting date, the directors reviews the carrying values of its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any
indication that those assets have been impaired. If such an indication exists, the recoverable amount of the assets, being the higher
of the asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use, is compared to the asset’s carrying value. Any excess of the asset’s carrying
value over it’s recoverable amount is expensed to the income statement.
Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the consolidated entity estimates the recoverable
amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.
(f) Provisions
Provisions are recognised where there is a legal or constructive obligation, as a result of past events, for which it is probable that an
outflow of economic benefits will result and that outflow can be reliably measured.
(g) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks and other short-term highly liquid assets that are
readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
(h) Revenue
Interest revenue is recognised on a proportional basis taking into account the interest rates applicable to the financial assets.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and service tax (GST).
(i) Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable
from the Australian Tax Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of
an item of the expenses. Receivables and payables in the balance sheet are shown inclusive of GST.
(j) Contributed Equity
Issued and paid up capital is recognised at the fair value of the consideration received by the company. Any transaction costs arising
on the issue of ordinary shares are recognised directly in equity as a reduction of the share proceeds received.
(k) Critical accounting estimates and judgements
The directors evaluate estimates and judgements incorporated into the financial report based on historical knowledge and best available
current information. Estimates assume a reasonable expectation of future events and are based on current trends and economic data,
obtained both externally and within the consolidated entity.
(l) Key Estimates – Impairment
The directors assess impairment at each reporting date by evaluating conditions specific to the consolidated entity that may lead to
impairment of assets. Where an impairment trigger exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is determined. Value-in-use calculations
performed in assessing recoverable amounts incorporate a number of key estimates.
No impairment has been recognised in respect of costs carried forward as exploration assets. The ultimate recoupment of value is
dependent on the successful development and commercial exploitation or sale of the respective areas.
(m) Share based payments – shares and options
The fair value of shares and share options granted is recognised as an expense with a corresponding increase in equity. Fair value is
measured at grant date and recognised over the period during which the grantees become unconditionally entitled to the shares or
share options.
The fair value of share grants at grant date is determined by the share price at that time.
The fair value of share options at grant date is determined using a Black-Scholes option pricing model that takes into account the
exercise price, the term of the option, any vesting and performance criteria, the share price at grant date, the expected price volatility
of the underlying share, the expected dividend yield and the risk free rate for the term of the option.
Upon the exercise of the option, the balance of the share-based payments reserve relating to the option is transferred to share capital.
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Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

142,004
142,004

140,220
140,220

735
735

-

59
5,531
5,590

-

NOTE 2 – REVENUE
Revenue from non-operating activities
Interest received
Total revenue
NOTE 3 - LOSS FROM ORDINARY ACTIVITIES BEFORE TAX EXPENSES
(a)

Expenses
Borrowing costs expensed
	Total borrowing costs expensed
	Depreciation of non current assets
	Office furniture and equipment
Motor vehicles
	Total depreciation of non-current assets

NOTE 4 - INCOME TAX
No income tax is payable by the company or consolidated entity as each incurred a loss for tax purposes for the period and each has
available recoupable income tax losses at balance date. The aggregate of income tax attributable to the financial period differs from
the amount calculated on the operating loss. The differences are calculated as follows:

Loss for the period

592,918

781,257

Income tax calculated at 30%

177,875

234,377

22,514
(200,389)
-

22,514
(256,891)
-

Tax amortisation of capital raising costs
Deferred tax asset not recognised
Income Tax Attributable To Operating Loss

The directors estimate the deferred tax asset attributable to the company and its controlled entity at 30% are as follows:
290,446

Revenue Losses

346,948

The potential deferred tax asset has not been brought to account in the financial report at 30 June 2008 as the directors do not believe
it is appropriate to regard the realisation of the asset as probable. This asset will only be obtained if:
(a)	The company and its controlled entity derive future assessable income of an amount and type sufficient to enable the benefit
from the deductions for the tax losses and the unrecouped exploration expenditure to be realised;
(b)	The company and its controlled entity continue to comply with the conditions for deductibility imposed by tax legislation; and
(c)	No changes in tax legislation adversely affect the company and its controlled entity in realising the benefit from the deductions
for the tax losses and unrecouped exploration expenditure.
Franking Credits
No franking credits are available at balance date for the subsequent financial year.
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NOTE 5 - CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

3,510,774

3,325,613

68,888

15,311

104,167

-

13,938

-

287,707
(5,590)
282,117

-

6,250
281,457
(5,590)
282,117

-

1,334,833
2,515,330
3,850,163

-

Cash at bank and on hand
NOTE 6 - TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Current
GST / VAT Receivable
Non Current
Bond on Tenement
NOTE 7 - OTHER CURRENT ASSETS

Prepaid expenses
NOTE 8 – PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Plant and equipment
Cost
Accumulated Depreciation
Movement for the period
Fair value at acquisition
Additions
Depreciation expensed
Closing balance
NOTE 9 - MINERAL EXPLORATION AND EVALUATION
Expenditure during the period
Fair value at acquisition

The ultimate recoupment of exploration expenditure carried forward is dependent upon successful development and commercial
exploitation, or sale of the respective areas.
NOTE 10 – TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Trade creditors
Other accruals

292,801
46,020
338,821

97,846
10,000
107,846

11,597

-

21,357

-

NOTE 11 - INTEREST BEARING LIABILITIES
Current
Hire purchase liability
Non Current
Hire purchase liability
Terms and conditions
Hire purchase agreements are repayable by monthly instalments, the timing and amount of which are disclosed in Note 14 and at the
weighted average interest rate disclosed in Note 24.
Financing Agreements
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No overdraft facilities have been formalised at 30 June 2008 and neither the company nor any of its controlled entities have lines of
credit at 30 June 2008.
NOTE 12 - ISSUED CAPITAL
(a)

Issued capital
11,809,376

63,415,852 ordinary shares fully paid
(b) Movements in ordinary share capital of the Company were as follows:
No of Shares

Value
(Cents)

Consolidated
Entity
$

Parent Entity
$

100
18
12
18
18
25

1
1,414,390
1,208,880
387,000
189,000
4,907,850

1
5,491,881
1,208,880
387,000
189,000
4,907,850

(375,236)

(375,236)

7,731,885

11,809,376

Date

Details

14/08/2007
03/10/2007
26/10/2007
26/10/2007
31/10/2007
09/01/2008

Registration of Company
Acquisition of controlled entity
Assignment of convertible note
Additional Seed Capital
Additional Seed Capital
Initial Public Offering of Shares
Less : Transaction costs arising
on share issues

1
30,510,451
10,074,000
2,150,000
1,050,000
19,631,400

Balance at 30 June 2008

63,415,852

(c) Movements in options were as follows:
Date
26/10/2007
26/10/2007
09/01/2008
10/04/2008

Details

No of Options

Issue to Directors
Issue to Management
Issue for share issue expense
Issue in lieu of consultancy fees

5,250,000
1,750,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
9,000,000

Issue Price Cents
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.5

Value
$
194,250
64,750
37,000
35,000
331,000

Options are exercisable at $0.30 on or before 30 April 2010.
The following table lists the inputs to the Black-Scholes option pricing model used for the period ended 30 June 2008:
2008
Volatility (%)
Risk-free interest rate (%)
Expected life of option (years)
Exercise price (cents)
Weighted average share price at grant date (cents)

65%
6.5%
2.5
30
18

The expected life of the options is based on historical data and is not necessarily indicative of exercise patterns that may occur. The
expected volatility reflects the assumption that the historical volatility is indicative of future trends, which may also not necessarily be
the actual outcome. No other features of options granted were incorporated into the measurement of fair value.
(d) Voting and dividend rights
Ordinary shares participate in dividends and the proceeds on winding up of the parent entity in proportion to the number of shares held.
At shareholders meetings each ordinary share is entitled to one vote when a poll is called, otherwise each shareholder has one vote
on a show of hands.
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Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

Share Option Reserve (a)

331,000

331,000

Accumulated Losses (b)

604,613

781,257

NOTE 13 - RESERVES AND ACCUMULATED LOSSES

(a)

Share Option Reserve

(i)	Nature and purpose of reserve
The Share Option Reserve contains amounts received on the issue of options over unissued capital of the company
(ii)

Movement in reserves

Issue of Options Note 12(c)
(b)

331,000

331,000

11,695
592,918
604,613

781,257
781,257

Accumulated Losses

Balance at beginning of the period
Net Loss from ordinary activities
Balance at end of the period
NOTE 14 - COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE
(a)

Mineral Tenement Leases

In order to maintain current rights of tenure to mining tenements, the consolidated entity will be required to outlay in the
period ending 30 June 2009 amounts of $578,250 in respect of minimum tenement expenditure requirements and lease
rentals. The obligations are not provided for in the financial report and are payable as follows :

Not later than one year
Later than 1 year but not later than 2 years
Later than 2 years but not later than 5 years

Minimum
expenditure
547,000
27,000
81,000

Licence Fee
31,250
31,250
93,750

Total
578,250
58,250
174,750

The Company has a number of avenues available to continue the funding of its current exploration program. As and when decisions
are made, the Company will disclose this information to shareholders.
Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

Not later than one year
Later than 1 year but not later than 5 years

13,762
22,938

-

Less charges yet to mature

(3,746)
32,954

-

11,597
21,357
32,954

-

(b)

Hire Purchase Liabilities

Hire purchase agreements are payable :

Hire purchase liabilities provided for in the financial
statements
Current
Non-current
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NOTE 15 - CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
Scotgold Resources Limited and its controlled entities have no known material contingent liabilities as at 30 June 2008.
NOTE 16 - INVESTMENT IN CONTROLLED ENTITY
Registered
Number

Country of
Incorporation

42 127 042 773

Australia

SC 309525

SC 084497

Parent
Scotgold Resources Limited

Interest
Held

Value of
investment

Scotland

100%

5,491,881

Scotland

100%

-

Subsidiary
Scotgold Resources Limited
Subsidiary of subsidiary
Fynegold Exploration Limited
NOTE 17 - SEGMENT INFORMATION
The group’s primary segment reporting format is geographical segments as the group’s risks and rates of return are a affected
predominantly by the location of the operation.
Australia
Scotland
2008
2008
Geographical segments
$
$
Operating Loss before exchange variations
Assets
Liabilities
Net Cash Inflows/(Outflows)

533,823

77,061

3,340,924

4,489,123

107,846

263,929

4,696,252

(1,185,478)

Industry segments
The operations and assets of Scotgold Resources and its controlled entities are predominantly employed in exploration activities
relating to minerals.
NOTE 18 - NOTES TO THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

Loss from ordinary activities

(592,918)

(781,257)

Depreciation
Share based payments
Interest on convertible note settled by share issue
Exchange loss on revaluation of loans

5,590
331,000
28,925
(21,706)
(249,109)

331,000
247,434
(202,629)

(39,254)
(16,021)
100,380
(204,004)

(15,311)
87,846
(130,092)

Reconciliation of loss after income tax to net operating
cash flows

Movement in assets and liabilities
Receivables
Other current assets
Payables
Net cash used in operating activities
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NOTE 19 - KEY MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
(a) Directors
The names and positions of Directors in office at any time during the financial period are:

Shane Sadleir
Chris Sangster
Ron Thom
Phillip Jackson

Non Executive Chairman
Chief Executive Officer
Director Exploration
Non Executive Director

In office from
14/08/2007
17/10/2007
14/08/2007
14/08/2007

In office to
29/05/2008
present
present
present

(b) Remuneration Polices
Remuneration policies are disclosed in the Remuneration Report which is contained in the Directors’ Report.
(c) Directors’ Remuneration
No salaries, commissions, bonuses or superannuation were paid or payable to directors during the period. Remuneration was by way
of fees paid monthly in respect of invoices issued to the Company by the Directors or Companies associated with the Directors in
accordance with agreements between the Company and those entities. Details of the agreement are set out below.
Agreements in respect of cash remuneration of Directors:
The Company’s constitution provides that the non-executive Directors may collectively be paid as remuneration for their services a fixed
sum not exceeding the aggregate sum determined by a general meeting. The aggregate remuneration has been set at an amount of
$300,000 per annum. A Director may be paid fees or other amounts as the Directors determine where a Director performs special
duties or otherwise performs services outside the scope of the ordinary duties of a Director. A Director may also be reimbursed for out
of pocket expenses incurred as a result of their directorship or any special duties. Executive Directors may be paid on commercial
terms as the Directors see fit.
The directors have resolved that the non executive chairman Mr Sadleir director fees be set at $80,000 per annum and the non
executive director Mr Jackson director fees be set at $50,000 per annum. Mr Sangster will receive a fee of £120,000 (approximately
$250,000) per annum for his role as chief executive officer.
Details of the Consultancy Agreement with Chaldane Pty Ltd (Chaldane) – a company associated with Dr Thom.
Commitment: $20,000 plus GST per calendar month, or as otherwise may be agreed, from 1 November 2007 until terminated in
accordance with the agreement.
By an agreement dated 2 November 2007 the Company entered into a Consultancy Agreement with Chaldane for the provision of
services by Chaldane under the direction of and on behalf of the Company.
Chaldane is an independent contractor and is responsible for tax deductions and payments, superannuation and workers’ compensation
for its employees and directors (where appropriate).
The Directors’ are entitled to reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses incurred whilst on company business.
The total remuneration paid to directors is summarised below:
Director/Secretary

Associated Company

Shane Sadleir

Mineral Products Holdings Pty Ltd

Chris Sangster
Ron Thom

Chaldane Pty Ltd

Phillip Jackson

Holihox Pty Ltd
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Fees

Options

Total

147,903

55,500

203,403

192,194

55,500

247,194

200,000

55,500

255,500

41,667

27,750

69,417

581,764

212,750

775,514
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(d) Aggregate amounts payable to Directors and their personally related entities.
Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

45,000

45,000

Accounts payable
(e) Shareholding

Shane Sadleir
Chris Sangster
Ron Thom
Phillip Jackson

03/10/07

Note
Conversion

Purchases
and Sales

Balance
at date of
resignation

Balance 30
June 2008

6,444,863
4,500,000
1,512,250
1,750,000
14,207,113

7,492,001
7,492,001

89,554
89,554

14,026,418
14,026,418

4,500,000
1,512,250
1,750,000
7,762,250

Purchases
and Sales

Balance
at date of
resignation

Balance 30
June 2008

1,500,000
1,500,000

1,500,000
1,500,000
750,000
3,750,000

(f) Optionholding

Shane Sadleir
Chris Sangster
Ron Thom
Phillip Jackson

03/10/07

26/10/2007

-

1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
750,000
5,250,000

-

NOTE 20 - RELATED PARTY INFORMATION
Parent Entity
2008
$

Transactions within the Consolidated Entity
Aggregate amount receivable within the consolidated entities at balance date

2,343,440

Non- current receivables
NOTE 21 - REMUNERATION OF AUDITORS

Auditing and reviewing of the financial statements of Scotgold Resources
Limited and of its controlled entities.
Other services (Independent Accountants Report)
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Consolidated Entity
2008
$

Parent Entity
2008
$

18,000

18,000

8,000

8,000

26,000

26,000
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NOTE 22 - PURCHASE OF SUBSIDIARY
Following are details of the pre-combination carrying amounts of the assets and liabilities of Scotgold Scotland:
2008
$
241,615
35,403
6,250
2,515,330
(37,962)
(1,272,946)
1,487,690

Cash
Receivables – current
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred exploration and evaluation expenditure
Trade and other payables
Loan – ultimate holding company
Net Assets
These amounts are included in the financial statements as follows :
Contributed equity
Translation reserve
Accumulated losses to June 2007

1,414,390
115,320
(11,695)
1,518,015
(30,325)
1,487,690

Loss for period 1 July 2007 to 31 October 2007
NOTE 23 - LOSS PER SHARE

2008
Number

Weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding
during the period used in the calculation of basic loss per share

46,629,448

NOTE 24 - FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Financial Risk Management Policies
The consolidated entity’s financial instruments consist mainly of deposits with banks, accounts receivable, accounts payable and hire
purchase liabilities.
The board’s overall risk management strategy seeks to assist the group in meeting its financial targets, whilst maintaining potential
adverse effects on financial performance. The group has developed a framework for a risk management policy and internal compliance
and control systems that covers the organisational, financial and operational aspects of the group’s affairs. The Chief Executive Officer
is responsible for ensuring the maintenance of, and compliance with, appropriate systems.
Financial Risk Exposures and Management
The main risks the group is exposed to through its financial instruments are interest rate risk, foreign currency risk and liquidity risk.
Interest Rate Risk
The consolidated entity’s exposure to interest rate risk, which is the risk that a financial instrument’s value will fluctuate as a result of
change in the market, interest rate and the effective weighed average interest rate on these financial assets, is as follows:
Weighted Average
Non Interest
Floating Interest
Effective Interest
Bearing or fixed rate
Rate
Rate
2008
2008
2008
Financial Assets
	Cash at Bank
6.45%
3,510,774
	Trade debtors
82,826
104,167
	Tenement Bond
186,993
3,510,774
Total Financial Assets
Financial Liabilities
Payables and accruals
Amounts payable related parties
	Interest bearing liabilities
Total Financial Liabilities

293,821
45,000
32,954
371,775

8.00%

-

The aggregate net fair values and carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities are disclosed in the balance sheet and
in the notes to and forming part of the financial statements.
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Interest Rate Sensitivity Analysis
The Group has performed a sensitivity analysis relating to its exposure to interest rate risk. This sensitivity analysis demonstrates the
effect on the current year results and equity which could result in a change in these risks.
At 30 June 2008 the effect on the loss and equity as a result of changes in the interest rate with all other variables remaining constant
is as follows:
$
2008
Change in Loss
·	Increase in interest by 2%
(43,412)
·	Decrease in interest by 2%
43,412
Change in Equity
· Increase in interest by 2%
· Decrease in interest by 2%

43,412
(43,412)

Foreign Currency Risk
The Group undertakes certain transactions denominated in foreign currencies, hence exposures to exchange rate fluctuations arise.
The carrying amount of the Group’s foreign currency denominated monetary assets and monetary liabilities at the reporting date
is as follows:
Currency

Liabilities
2008
$

Assets
2008
$

£ Sterling

263,929

252,675

Foreign currency sensitivity analysis
The Group is exposed to Sterling (£) currency fluctuations
The following table details the Group’s sensitivity to a 10% increase and decrease in the Australian dollar against the relevant foreign
currencies. 10% is the sensitivity rate used when reporting foreign currency risk internally to key management personnel and represents
management’s assessment of the possible change in foreign exchange rates. The sensitivity analysis includes only outstanding foreign
currency denominated monetar y items and adjusts their translation at the period end for a 10% change in foreign currency rates. The
sensitivity analysis includes external loans as well as loans to foreign operations within the Group where the denomination of the loan is in
a currency other than the currency of the lender or the borrower. A positive number indicates an increase in profit or loss and other equity
where the Australian Dollar strengthens against the respective currency. For a weakening of the Australian Dollar against the respective
currency there would be an equal and opposite impact on the profit and other equity and the balances below would be negative.
Consolidated
Entity
2008
$

Parent
Entity
2008
$

Profit or Loss (i)

1,125

-

Other equity (ii)

-

-

i)	This is mainly attributable to the exposure outstanding on £ receivables and payables at year end in the Group
ii)	This is mainly as a result of the changes in fair value of derivative instruments designated as cash flow hedges
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Liquidity Risk
The group manages liquidity risk by monitoring forecast cash flows
Credit Risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk, excluding the value of any collateral or other security, at balance date, is the carrying amount
net of any provisions for doubtful debts, as disclosed in the balance sheet and notes to the financial statement.
In the case of cash deposited, credit risk is minimised by depositing with recognised financial intermediaries such as banks, subject
to Australian Prudential Regulation Authority Supervision.
The consolidated entity does not have any material risk exposure to any single debtor or group of debtors under financial instruments
entered into by it.
Capital Management Risk
Management controls the capital of the Group in order to maximise the return to shareholders and ensure that the group can fund its
operations and continue as a going concern.
Management effectively manages the group’s capital by assessing the group’s financial risks and adjusting its capital structure in
response to changes in these risks and in the market. These responses include the management of expenditure and debt levels and
share and option issues.
There have been no changes in the strategy adopted by management to control capital of the group since the prior year.
Net Fair Values
For financial assets and liabilities, the net fair value approximates their carrying value. The consolidated entity has no financial assets or
liabilities that are readily traded on organised markets at balance date and has no financial assets where the carrying amount exceeds
net fair values at balance date.
NOTE 25 - MATTERS SUBSEQUENT TO THE END OF FINANCIAL PERIOD
Subsequent to the end of financial period, significant events have occurred.as follows:
Non renounceable rights issue of Options
On 14 July 2008 the Company’s Non Renounceable Rights issue of options announced on 3 June 2008 closed and 28,484,204
options expiring 30 April 2010 exercisable at $0.30 (Options) were allotted and issued into the issuer sponsored sub register to raise
a total of $284,842.04.
On 11 September 2008 the 1,315,000 options were allotted to shortfall applicants.
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DIRECTORS’
DECLARATION

The Directors of the company declare that:
1)

the financial statement and notes are in accordance with the Corporation Act 2001 and:
(a) comply with Accounting Standards and the Corporation Regulations 2001; and
(b) give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 30 June 2008 and of the performance for the period ended on that
date of the company and consolidated entity;

2)

the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer have each declared that:
(a) the financial records of the company for the financial period have been properly maintained in accordance with section 286
of the Corporation Act 2001;
(b) the financial statement and notes for the financial period comply with the Accounting Standards; and
(c) the financial statements and notes for the financial period give a true and fair view.

3)	in the directors’ opinion there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company will be able to pay its debts as and when they
become due and payable.
This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.

PHILLIP JACKSON
Date at Perth this 26th day of September 2008
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITORS REPORT

HLB Mann Judd (WA Partnership)
ABN 22 193 232 714
Level 2 15 Rheola Street West Perth 6005
PO Box 263 West Perth 6872 Western Australia
Telephone +61 (08) 9481 0977
Fax +61 (08) 9481 3686
Email hlb@hlbwa.com.au.
Website www.hlb.com.au
Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the members of
Scotgold Resources Limited
Report on the Financial Report
We have audited the accompanying financial report of Scotgold Resources Limited (“the company”), which comprises the balance
sheet as at 30 June 2008, the income statement, statement of changes in equity, cash flow statement and notes to the financial
statements for the period ended on that date, and the directors’ declaration for both the company and the consolidated entity as set
out on pages 30 to 53. The consolidated entity comprises the company and the entities it controlled at the year’s end or from time to
time during the period.
Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Report
The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance with
Australian Accounting Standards (including the Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the Corporations Act 2001. This
responsibility includes establishing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the financial
report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies;
and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
In Note 1, the directors also state, in accordance with Accounting Standard AASB 101: Presentation of Financial Statements, that
compliance with the Australian equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards ensures that the financial report, comprising
the financial statements and notes, complies with International Financial Reporting Standards.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
Australian Auditing Standards. These Auditing Standards require that we comply with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit
engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free from material
misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial report. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal controls relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal controls. An audit also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the directors, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.
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Our audit did not involve an analysis of the prudence of business decisions made by directors or management.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Independence
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Corporations Act 2001.
Auditor’s Opinion
In our opinion:
(a)

the financial report of Scotgold Resources Limited is in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001, including:
(i)

giving a true and fair view of the company’s and consolidated entity’s financial position as at 30 June 2008 and of their
performance for the period ended on that date; and

(ii) complying with Australian Accounting Standards (including the Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the Corporations
Regulations 2001; and
(b)

the financial report also complies with International Financial Reporting Standards as disclosed in Note 1.

Report on the Remuneration Report
We have audited the Remuneration Report included on pages 22 to 24 of the directors’ report for the period ended 30 June 2008.
The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation and presentation of the Remuneration Report in accordance with
section 300A of the Corporations Act 2001. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Remuneration Report, based on our audit
conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards.
Auditor’s Opinion
In our opinion the Remuneration Report of Scotgold Resources Limited for the period ended 30 June 2008 complies with section
300A of the Corporations Act 2001.

HLB MANN JUDD
Chartered Accountants

N G NEILL
Partner
Perth, Western Australia
26 September 2008
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SHAREHOLDER
DETAILS

ANALYSIS OF SHAREHOLDING
1
1,001
5,001
10,001
100,001

-

1,000
5,000
10,000
100,000
or more

Total on Issue

Shares
0
38
113
332
83
566

Options
9
87
94
156
54
400

63,415,852

27,484,204

29

207

Shareholders holding less than a marketable parcel

Voting Rights
Article 16 of the Constitution specifies that on a show of hands every member present in person, by attorney or by proxy shall have :
a)
for every fully paid share held by him one vote
b)	for every share which is not fully paid a fraction of the vote equal to the amount paid up on the share over the nominal value of the shares
Substantial Shareholders
The following substantial shareholders have notified the Company in accordance with Corporation Act 2001.
Shares
13,856,603
4,500,000
4,292,000

Mr Shane Beatty Sadleir
Mr Christopher Sangster
Saruman Holdings P/L

%
21.85
7.10
6.77

Directors’ Shareholding
The interest of each director in the share capital of the Company is detailed at Note 19.
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TOP TWENTY SHAREHOLDERS
Name and Address
Mr Shane Beatty Sadleir, 160 Alfred Road, Swanbourne WA

Shares

%

Rank

13,856,603

21.85

1

Mr Christopher Sangster Woodville Dalginross Comrie Perthshire United Kingdom

4,500,000

7.10

2

Saruman Holdings P/L 13a Tandarra Place, Wembley WA

4,292,000

6.77

3

Mr Phillip Jackson 174 Little Marine Parade, Cottesloe WA

1,750,000

2.76

4

Chaldane P/L 2005 Gill Street, Mundaring WA

1,512,250

2.38

5

Fortis Clearing Nominees P/L [Settlement Account] Lvl 8 50 Bridge St Sydney NSW

1,083,913

1.71

6

Tied Nominees P/L [Edwards Super Fund] 63 Lindsay St, Perth

1,060,000

1.67

7

Mrs Catherine McLellan, 87 Mayfield Rd, Newington Edinburgh

933,334

1.47

8

LS Rocchi P/L [Louis Stuart Rocchi S/F] C/- Argurion Finance Group, PO Box 4453 Myaree WA

840,000

1.32

9

Mr Kai Oon Goh, 15 Stoke Street, Mt Pleasant WA

833,333

1.31

10

Dental Healthcare Associates P/L [J&M Barlow Pension Fund] 25 Henderson Ave Malvern VIC

625,700

.99

11

Avanteos Investments Ltd, [FSP IDPS A/C] PO Box 1012 Camberwell VIC

502,000

.79

12

Ms Judith Hogg, 1 The Paddock, Whitekirk East Lothian UK

500,001

.79

13

Fleubaix P/L, [Superannuation Fund A/C] Suite 3, 1200 Hay St Perth WA

500,000

.79

14

Ms Marilyn E New, 166 Marine Parade, Cottesloe WA

500,000

.79

15

Starshine Investments P/L, 2001 Central Plaza, 18 Harbour Rd Wanchai Hong Kong

500,000

.79

16

Tied Nominees P/L, [E Edwards family A/C] 63 Lindsay St, Perth

500,000

.79

17

Inkbell Ltd, [Super Fund A/C], 1304 Hay Street, West Perth

450,000

.71

18

Ms Amy Winter, 4/365 Stirling Highway, Claremont

450,000

.71

19

400,060

.63

20

35,589,194

56.12

Foundation Super P/L, [Foundation Super Fund A/C] PO Box Z5333, Perth
Total

TOP TWENTY OPTIONHOLDERS
Name and Address

Shares

%

Rank

Mr Shane Beatty Sadlier, 160 Alfred Rd, Swanbourne

8,478,301

21.85

1

Mr Christopher Sangster, Woodville, Dalginross, Comrie, Perthshire UK

3,750,000

9.67

2

Saruman Holdings P/L, 13a Tandarra Pl, Wembley Downs WA

3,066,000

7.90

3

Chaldane Pty Ltd, 2005 Gill St, Mundaring WA

2,256,125

5.81

4

Mr Phillip Jackson, 174 Little Marine Parade, Cottesloe

1,625,000

4.19

5

Montagu Capital Ltd, Citibank House, Lvl 1, 37 St Georges Tce, Perth WA

1,000,000

2.58

6

545,000

1.40

7

LS Rocchi P/L, [Louis Stuart Rocchi S/F A/C], Argurion Finance Group PO Box 4453 Myaree WA
Fortis Clearing Nominees P/L, [Settlement A/C] Lvl 8 50 Bridge St, Sydney NSW

541,956

1.40

8

Tied Nominees P/L [Edwards Super Fund A/C] 63 Lindsay Street, Perth WA

530,000

1.37

9

Mr David John Catteral F5 Sherwood Lodge 9 Lulworth Road South Port PR8 2as

500,000

1.29

10

Mr Jeffery Stanley Smith 117a La Audiencia Valle De Villaverde Cantabria 39880 Spai

500,000

1.29

11

Tied Nominees P/L [Edwards Family A/C] 63 Lindsay Street, Perth WA

500,000

1.29

12

Mrs Catherine McLellan 87 Mayfield Rd Newington Edinburgh UK

466,667

1.20

13

Mr Kai Oon Goh 15 Stoke Street, Mt Pleasant WA

416,666

1.07

14

Indigo Exploration Services P/L, PO Box 576 Inglewood WA

375,000

.97

15

Lightwave Investments P/L, 63 Lindsay St, Perth WA

375,000

.97

16

Pacific Regional Development P/L 176 Adelaide Tce, Perth WA

350,000

.90

17

Churchland Nominees P/L, 176 Adelaide Tce Perth WA

316,667

.84

18

Dental Healthcare Associates P/L, [J & M Barlow Pension Fund] 25 Henderson Ave Malvern VIC

312,850

.81

19

Tied Nominees P/L, [ Edwards Super Fund A/C] 63 Lindsay St, Perth WA

300,000

.77

20

26,205,232

67.56

Total
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INTEREST IN
EXPLORATION LEASES

Scotland
Location

Agreement

Grant Date

Area

Cononish Glen Orchy

Landholder Lease

1989

20 sq km

Cononish Glen Orchy

Mineral Licence

5 November 2007

783 sq km

Glen Lyon

Mineral Licence

5 November 2007

834 sq km

Inverliever

Mineral Licence

5 November 2007

582 sq km

Mining Leases in Scotland – general information
The government department with responsibility for metalliferous, industrial and energy minerals is the Department of Trade and
Industry (“DTI”). The mineral rights to gold and silver in most of Britain, including Scotland, are generally owned by the Crown, and
a licence for the exploration and development of these metals must be obtained from the Crown Estate Commissioners through
the Crown Mineral Agent. There is no national register of mining rights, but the Mines Working Facilities and Support Act 1966, as
amended, provides a mechanism to reduce uncertainty by giving those who can not trace the mineral rights owner the means to
obtain authority to explore for minerals. Land is generally owned by the occupier or farmer who holds the surface rights, permission will
generally need to be sought from the surface landholder and as such for access rights to the Licences.
The Crown Estate Commissioners issue licences to explore for gold and silver throughout Britain, including Scotland. However, for other
minerals there is no formal system to license or regulate mineral exploration in the UK, except in Northern Ireland. Exploration involves
tracing ownership and then negotiating with individual owners of land and mineral rights
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SCOTGOLD
RESOURCES LIMITED

AUSTRALIA

SCOTLAND

63 Lindsay Street, Perth
WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 6000

Upper Tyndrum Station, Tyndrum,
Stirlingshire, SCOTLAND, FK20 8RY

P

+61 8 9428 2950

P

+44 1 838 400 306

F

+61 8 9428 2955

E

sgz@scotgoldresources.com

E

sgz@scotgoldresources.com

W

scotgoldresources.com

W

scotgoldresources.com

STORMBOX

Exploration Office
Upper Tyndrum Station

